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Jungle Animal Foil Balloons 

As a professional balloon manufacturer, Borun 

Balloon Factory launched a dinosaur foil balloon in 

the theme of jungle foil balloon under the banner of 

Qianjia. This is a very popular balloon product in 

the market. In the currently prevalent in the United 

States for a children's birthday parties jungle 

balloon decoration package, which contains a lot of 

animal foil balloons and dinosaur foil balloons, the 

greatest characteristic of a balloon arch is in a 

balloon arch package assembly is completed for 

the jungle animals, children can foil balloons filled with hydrogen or helium balloon toys to 

play. 

 

 

Product Description 

Dinosaur foil balloon is the main type of jungle animal foil balloon, and it is also the type of foil 

balloon that buyers demand the most. There are two types of aluminum foil balloons. The first 

is the perfect foil balloon in the shape of a dinosaur. The other is the custom-printed aluminum 

foil balloon. Among them, the dinosaur shaped aluminum foil balloon does not support 

customization, while the printed aluminum foil balloon supports customization. No matter what 

kind of dinosaur or animal patterns you need, as long as you have relevant modeling pictures, 

Borun Balloon factory can print for you and provide you with professional customized printing 

foil balloon services. 

    

Because of the special shape of the jungle animal foil balloon, the requirements for production 

technology are very high. Therefore, Borun balloon factory produces more than 10,000 

balloons and sends them to professional testing institutions for inspection before they are 

officially put on the market. We can guarantee that customers will receive the high-quality 

dinosaur foil balloons. 

  

If you need to purchase jungle animal foil balloons, you can complete one-stop shopping at 

Borun Balloon factory. We can produce latex balloons, aluminum foil balloons, balloon arch 

sets, balloon accessories tools, custom printed balloons and many other services for our 

customers. We guarantee that the goods will be delivered within 15 days and we have a 

professional freight forwarder who can complete the goods transportation and customs 

clearance smoothly. If you want to purchase jungle animal foil balloons with discount contact 

Borun Balloon factory as soon as possible. 
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